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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present work-in-progress of a recently started re-
search effort that aims at understanding the hidden temporal dy-
namics in online food communities. In this context, we have mined
and analyzed temporal patterns in terms of recipe production and
consumption in a large German community platform. As our pre-
liminary results reveal, there are indeed a range of hidden temporal
patterns in terms of food preferences and in particular in consump-
tion and production. We believe that this kind of research can be
important for future work in personalized Web-based information
access and in particular recommender systems.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search
and Retrieval—Information filtering
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1. INTRODUCTION
Food is a fundamental concept in our daily lives and is one of

the most important factors that shapes how healthy we are or how
good we feel. Although research on the users’ food preferences in
online communities and social media has gained recently in pop-
ularity (e.g., [1, 4, 5]), only little is yet known about the temporal
dynamics of the users’ online food preferences, and in particular
what we like to consume and produce. Current research in this area
relies mostly on access-log data and is ignoring explicit preference
mechanisms such as food (=recipe) production and rating informa-
tion (=consumption). We believe that this is important to study,
since explicit user feedback is a fundamental concept for person-
alization and in particular recommender systems that shape nowa-
days the way we access information on the Web [2, 3]. To fill this
gap in the literature, we have started to mine and analyze a set of
online food community platforms, to better understand the hidden
temporal dynamics of online food preferences and to come up with
new models to improve current recommender mechanisms.
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Figure 1: Seasonal trends in online food recipe production
(thick contour line) and consumption (background bars) for
fat, proteins, carbohydrates and calories per 100g.

2. DATASET
Our study relies on a dataset obtained from the German on-

line food community website kochbar.de1; one of the largest of its
kind in Europe. The dataset was collected between 2014-11-22
and 2014-12-05, and is available online2. Our dataset covers more
than 400 thousands recipes published in the years 2010-2014 (170
recipes are published on average per day). Not only information
about ingredients and preparation is provided, but also nutrition
facts. Recipes are labeled with about 230 categories of 7 classes
(here we focus on 4) and were rated by almost 200 thousand users
providing 7 million ratings (3300 ratings on average per day). Al-
though people can rate recipes on a likert-scale from 1-5, the com-
munity is in general very positive towards the recipes posted by
their peers, i.e., we found more than 99% of the recipes are rated
with 5 stars. In our analysis, we consider therefore a rating as a
Boolean indicator of whether or not a user liked a certain recipe.

1http://kochbar.de
2Download link available on request.



Figure 2: Weekly trends in online food recipe production (con-
tour lines) and consumption (bars) for fat, proteins, carbohy-
drates and calories per 100g.

3. RESULTS
Figure 1 compares food production (thick contour line) and con-

sumption (background bars) characteristics in terms of the average
amount of fat, proteins, carbohydrates and calories. For each factor
the most important periods were extracted using spectral density
estimation. Corresponding wave plots are plotted with thin contin-
uous lines. Seasonal trends can be easily observed (for all nutritions
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test rejects with p < 0.001 the hypoth-
esis that distributions over months is uniform). Half year periods
were found in all cases. Similarly to the work of West et al. [5]
(focusing on analysis of food consumption temporal trends), one
year periods were identified in all plots apart from fat. For carbo-
hydrates and calories significant bursts are observed in November
and December. For proteins, bursts are more flat and shifted to-
wards late winter and early spring. What is also interesting to see
is that very short periods (about one week) are dominating there
and users are more interested in higher values of protein amount
per 100g than what is provided in recipes. In other cases, the gap
between what is produced and consumed is the opposite, i.e., the
amount of fat, carbohydrates, and calories are higher in production
than in consumption. Even though significant differences in means
are observed only for calories (t = −12.67; p < 0.001) and fat
(t = −2.38; p < 0.05) nutritions distributions of production and
consumption differ in all cases (KS test: p < 0.001). Finally, the
plot for fat is the most flat and least seasonal dependent one, indi-
cating that fat food is on the users’ preference list in the German
speaking world through the year. Similar results but on a weekly
basis are presented in Figure 2. Once again KS test rejects with
p < 0.001 uniformity hypothesis for weekdays. Patterns of differ-
ent factors in weekly consumption confirms previous results from
West et al. [5] only partially. For example, we identify the low-
est interest in fatty food in the German speaking world on Sundays
whereas in the US people avoid fatty food on Fridays. One possi-
ble explanation for this finding is the cultural discrepancy between
Europe and USA. However, our analysis is consistent with findings
from [4], who also show that weekend food preferences are slightly
different from working days.

Apart from the previous analysis which confirmed our hypothe-
ses that online food consumption and production patterns are highly
sensitive in time, we were also interested in studying the users’ in-
terest shifts over time. Figure 3a presents the distribution of rat-
ing probability measured after recipe publication time. As pre-
sented, users’ interests for newly published recipes follow a power
law function, meaning that people rather prefer newly published
recipes than those which have been published earlier in time. Since

(a) Fitting exponential (dashed
line) and power law (continuous
line) models to recipes interest
(measured with number of rat-
ings) decay.

(b) Lifetime (thick colored bars)
and number of ratings per recipe
(thin one-color bars) in 20 the
most popular categories (num-
ber of recipes assigned provided
in brackets).

Figure 3: Recipes lifetimes modeling and distribution among
the most popular categories.

this finding was to some extent surprising, we further studied the
extent to which this pattern holds true for different types of recipe
categories. Figure 3b presents median lifetimes (what is the value
for which the cumulative distribution function is equal to 0.9) in
the top 20 most used categories from 4 classes (medians instead
of means are used to avoid long-tailed recipes influence). We ob-
serve that there are indeed different temporal preference patterns
in recipe categories showing that spring recipes are more persis-
tent in time than recipes for vegetarians. What is also provided
in this plot is information about the number of ratings per recipe
and number of recipes assigned to those categories. We computed
the Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient over 71 categories
having assigned more than 1000 recipes. For the comparison of
lifetimes and ratings we observe a statistically significant negative
correlation with ρ = −0.62; p < 0.001. Our hypothesis is that
more persistent categories earn less attention than these changing
faster. On the other hand, no statistically significant correlation
was observed between lifetimes and number of recipes published
in categories. This implies that lifetime is not driven by production
of new recipes but is their internal property.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented work-in-progress of a recently

started research project that tries to understand the temporal hid-
den dynamics of the users’ online food preferences. Based on a
large-scale dataset collected from a German food community Web
site, we have shown several hidden temporal patterns in terms of
food consumption and production, which we argue play an impor-
tant role in the context of personalized and time-aware Web-based
information access and recommender systems [2].
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